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2. Confidence interval estimation methods
a. Bayesian Posterior Estimation






• Find threshold for binary outcome:
– Defaulting on credit card debt (yes/no)
• based on monthly balance
– Projectile pierces armor (yes/no)
• based on projectile velocity
– Subjects find test signal more annoying than 
reference signal
• based on test signal level





































• What is most appropriate interval estimation 
technique?







• Begin with data and best fit…
Bayesian Posterior Estimation
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BPE numerically samples likelihood function…
allowing confidence intervals to be constructed
anywhere along logistic probability curve
Bayesian Posterior Estimation
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BPE numerically samples likelihood function…
allowing confidence intervals to be constructed





All possible parameter combinations 
with corresponding goodness-of-fit 
yield “likelihood function”
Bayesian Posterior Estimation
• BPE can include background 
knowledge (if known) in the 
form of “prior distributions”
• Previously posterior could 
only be evaluated when 
likelihood and prior known 
analytically
• MCMC methods enable 
numerical evaluation of 
arbitrary likelihoods/priors
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𝑝 𝛽0, 𝛽1|𝐷𝑎𝑡𝑎 ∝ 𝐿 𝐷𝑎𝑡𝑎 𝛽0, 𝛽1 ∗ 𝑝 𝛽0, 𝛽1
Posterior  Likelihood       Prior





• What if we ran this experiment 10,000 times?
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Bootstrap Analysis: Non-parametric
• Resample dataset with replacement











1) Fit data using maximum likelihood method (output 
is 𝛽0, 𝛽1, and Cov 𝛽0, 𝛽1 )
2) Use output to construct multivariate distribution
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Bootstrap Analysis: Parametric
1) Fit data using maximum likelihood method (output 
is 𝛽0, 𝛽1, and Cov 𝛽0, 𝛽1 )
2) Use output to construct multivariate distribution













2 Var 𝛽0 + PSE
2 ∗ Var 𝛽1 + 2 ∗ PSE ∗ Cov 𝛽0, 𝛽1






The GLM logistic regression model returns:
• 𝛽0, 𝛽1 -- maximum likelihood estimators of logistic regression 
parameters
• Cov 𝛽0, 𝛽1 -- Covariance of parameters
Results
• All methods gave the same results!
• PSE  = -2.44 dB  
• 95% CI [-3.26, -1.62] dB 






•Most flexible (can include prior information)
•Uses all data for calculating likelihood
•Diagnostics needed to ensure proper numeric performance
Bootstrap:
Nonparametric
•Takes longest to calculate (10,000x as long as Delta Method)
•Most affected by low-N binomial data
Bootstrap:
Parametric
•Observable failure modes (e.g. negative slope)
Delta Method •Closed form
•Assumes confidence interval is symmetric about PSE
•Unobservable failure modes
Conclusions
• Bayesian and Frequentist concepts yield same results
• What is most appropriate interval estimation 
technique among four standard solutions?
-All methods yield equivalent results
-Delta Method is fastest to calculate





• Morgan, B.J.T. Analysis of Quantal Response Data London: 























•Resamples are normally 
distributed




82.6 81.3—83.9 N GLM fits 
(slowest)
•Fewest assumptions





82.6 81.4—83.9 N likelihood 
evaluations 
(2nd slowest)
•Most flexible (can include prior 
information)
•Diagnostics needed to ensure 
proper MCMC performance
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Bootstrap Analysis: Non-parametric
